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Abstract:  Audio-Video systems have been developed to support many aspects and 
modes of human communication, but there has been little support for the informal, 
ongoing nature of communication that occurs often in real life. Most existing systems 
implement a call metaphor. This presents a barrier to initiating conversation that has a 
consequent effect on the formality of the resulting conversation. By contrast, with 
informal communication the channel is never explicitly opened or closed. This paper 
examines the range of previous systems and seeks to build on these to develop plans for 
supporting informal communication, in a desktop environment. 

1 Introduction. 

This paper is concerned with informal desktop audio-video communications. Interactions between 
workers in a physical office can be viewed “as one long intermittent communication comprising 
multiple brief related fragments over an open channel” [1]. There appears to have been relatively little 
attempt to allow geographically separated participants to engage in this form of audio-visual 
communication, that occurs naturally between workers who are co-located.  

The 1994 study by Frolich et al [1] illuminates this mode of communications further: He discovered 
that some 30% of all work time was consumed by informal face to face communications and about 
half of this time was spent in conversation with others in the same office. Exchanges are mostly brief 
with 50% lasting less than 38 seconds and over 80% involving just two people. Only a small minority 
either began with a greeting or ended in a farewell and most assume a large degree of shared prior 
context. 

Most existing systems implement a call model where effort is required to begin and terminate an 
interaction, which in turn affects the content and use of that interaction. This paper begins to examine 
how technology might be provided to enable such an open channel where there is no explicit 
beginning or end, bearing in mind both the social aspects of how such a system is presented and 
configured, and the scalability challenge of providing large numbers of uncoordinated video 
connections. We begin by presenting some background to other relevant systems and studies of human 
behaviour and follow with some plans on how we might proceed. 

2. Background 

Issacs and Tang [2] observe that ‘raw technology’ is not itself useful; it must fit within people’s lives. 
Tools must take advantage of users’ existing communications skills without requiring conscious effort 
to accomplish what is normally an unconscious activity [3]. Thus it is essential that we understand the 
context and purpose of the communication we are trying to support. This is borne out by the range of 
existing video conferencing systems from the large, expensive room based systems to the free 
packages that form part of today’s instant messaging offerings. There is no ‘one size fits all’ system.  

Room based systems such as Access Grid [4] (widely adopted in the academic world) allow complete 
control of lighting, cameras, speakers and microphones to enable very compelling and involving 
experiences. However, they require significant effort to setup and run (booking the rooms at both ends, 
travelling to them, changing cameras at appropriate moments). They attempt to replicate the physical 
meeting room experience, enabling a simple cost benefit analysis e.g. is the cost of tolerating 
“imperfect” video communication smaller than the cost of flying across the Atlantic for a meeting? 

Other systems address different communications scenarios and needs and have different cost 
compromises. Forum [2] addressed a speaker presenting to a large distributed audience, multicasting 
video out to the listeners, but the inability to see that audience made the task of presenting less 
rewarding. VSee [5] supported the smaller grouping of a teacher to a classroom, leveraging the general 
asymmetry of the situation by providing only low bandwidth video from students back to the teacher 
but allowing individual links to become full rate when a student raised their hand. Montage [2] tried to 



replicate the experience of peering into offices to see if someone was available by providing the ability 
to make brief reciprocal video glances that fade in on the users’ desktops. Porthole [6] systems try to 
give background awareness of many users by assembling a matrix of very low rate video images, 
updated perhaps every 5 minutes. The Office of the Future project [7] seeks to connect two offices as 
if a hole had been cut in the wall between them, by using multiple cameras and projectors to capture 
and transmit depth and reflection information. Such a system may provide convincing immersion and 
sense of connection but unfortunately remains impractical in open plan offices where there are no 
large surfaces to project onto and each user may be engaged in different private conversations.  

Xerox PARC’s Media Spaces [8] grew out of the premise that work is fundamentally social, that the 
activities of the participants consist of more than just the task they are engaged in. In the early 1980’s 
they evolved a system that connected offices and common areas together using analogue audio-video 
connections and allowed the configuration to be altered through a computer controlled switch. The 
system was on 24 hours a day such that connections always went somewhere, though individual 
monitors, cameras and microphones could be switched off. It provided the opportunity to connect two 
groups into the same meeting, to allow chance encounters with others passing through remote 
common areas, background awareness of distant activity and one to one connections. The flexibility 
allowed users to develop their own patterns of use. This comes close to supporting the informal 
communications we are interested in, but its dedicated audio-video links and the central switch make 
the system expensive and un-scaleable. The analogue nature of the links also makes integration with 
other flows of data difficult. Usage for direct communication between pairs was limited, perhaps 
because doing so would cut you off from awareness of others. 

3. Discussion 

The closest that existing technology comes to allowing informal always on communication is through 
the now ubiquitous, text based instant messaging systems, where conversations can be started, 
resumed, or allowed to fall silent almost effortlessly. ‘Push to Talk’ [9] may provide a similar 
experience using voice on mobile phones. Neither requires the high bandwidth of video, but typing is 
slow and inexpressive while the half duplex audio present in current Push to Talk systems may make 
coordination of speech awkward. 

So what does video offer that improvements to text and audio systems wouldn’t? Early studies of 
video conferencing found little or no improvement over audio only systems. These tended to focus on 
short task based experiments and the products of those tasks such as completion times or decisions 
reached. Issacs and Tang [3] suggest that video finds its use in the process of interaction not the 
product, and that its value might only become obvious in the long term between participants who 
know each other well. From their studies they saw that participants used the visual channel to express 
understanding, forecast responses, enhance verbal information, express purely non verbal information, 
manage pauses and express attitude through posture and facial expression. They suggest that video 
should be of use in highly interactive situations such as creating rapport, negotiating and conflict 
resolution. However, high quality, low latency audio is important. Without audio a video conference 
would be almost useless, without video, that’s just a telephone call. 

Desktop video systems don’t, however, succeed in faithfully emulating face to face conversations; 
they lack immersion, stereo vision and the ability to make mutual eye contact. Eye contact is typically 
not possible because a user cannot look simultaneously at the camera and the image of the remote 
participant. In real face to face communication gaze has been shown to be of extensive use in 
coordinating utterances. Different behaviour is shown by the listener and the speaker, with listeners 
looking at the speaker twice as much as the speaker looks at the listener [10]. Speakers look away as 
they begin speaking and then back again as they end, enabling them to see the reaction of the listener. 
Mutual gaze occurs about 30% of the time. Gaze and eye contact allow greater informality in the 
communication with interruptions that would not be tolerated in an audio only situation, being 
perceived as ok. 

Garau et al [11] used avatars to represent real pairs of participants in an immersive shared virtual 
world. They specifically isolated gaze behaviour as a factor for analysis. Simulating realistic eye gaze 
behaviour using the statistics for listeners and speakers was found to improve the perceived quality of 



the communication. Consequently there has been significant effort expended on attempts to provide 
eye contact. “Video tunnels” can align the optical paths of the camera and screen using mirrors but are 
bulky, and many combinations of computer vision and graphics techniques have been proposed. Both 
Zitnick et al [12] and Taylor and Rowe [13] suggest mapping frames of video onto 3D face models 
that can be re-rendered from the correct viewpoint. Criminisi et al [14] and Xu et al [15] address the 
use of pairs of cameras to provide view interpolation without an explicit scene model. 

Immersion and stereo vision are lost because desktop monitors only occupy a small, 2D part of the 
visual input. The peripheral vision of the user roots them firmly in the local space and not in a shared 
space with the remote user. In real life people adjust their relative positions in space to seek a certain 
degree of proximity with those they are conversing with [10]. This ability to interpret and control 
interpersonal distance is reduced in desktop systems. CAVE systems and virtual reality headsets can 
help restore immersion and stereo vision. Garau et al [11] note that in VR users automatically adopt 
appropriate interpersonal distances between themselves and the virtual representation of the other user. 
Anecdotal evidence also suggests users of VR display other forms of socially responsible behaviour 
such as apologising for walking through each other. One attempt at restoring the awareness of 
peripheral action on the desktop is given by Buxton et al [16], they suggest providing multiple linked 
camera views, both close-up and wide view, augmented to show the links between them.  

If mutual sharing cannot be achieved, then trust and privacy become important issues. Issacs and Tang 
discovered that when presented with the idea of using an audio-video system, many users are 
concerned about their privacy and also about invading the privacy of others. Bradner and Mark [17] 
showed that being observed via video conferencing or application sharing had a negative impact on 
people’s ability to solve tasks. Subjects reported unease at exposing current thoughts and rough 
working. However, Issacs and Tang note that few users actually took advantage of privacy controls 
when they were offered. Lewis and Cosier [18] suggest that to ease the user’s fear that their privacy is 
being invaded, the metaphor to aim for in videotelephony is one of mutual giving of pictures, not 
taking. He suggests that this might be achieved by giving the user more control over how they are 
perceived including easy to use manipulations of lighting and shot compositon. 

3. Direction 

How do we proceed with enabling informal always on connections? We have seen that video is useful, 
and eye contact particularly so. Audio, privacy, space and awareness are important too. This work 
aims to construct a system that allows informal one-to-one desktop audio-video communication over 
an always open channel, such that there is no more effort required to begin or end a fragment of 
communication than when talking to someone else in your own office. Allowing the richness of 
synchronous eye contact that is absent from text and audio only systems. This must be done in a smart 
way, since always-on, uncoordinated, high rate video communications will not scale well to many 
users. We will need to sufficiently understand user behaviour so that we can adapt the bandwidth 
provided to how active the channel is but without denying users the awareness cues needed during the 
lulls in conversation. Presentation and user interface metaphors are important too such that users know 
how to simply switch between conversations, are not cut off from the real office they inhabit, can 
adjust the perceived distance between themselves and others, and can control the privacy of their 
communications and behaviour between fragments.  

There are many further questions that need to be answered, such as: how many conversations do users 
simultaneously engage in? How does removing the barrier to initialising a call affect the formality, 
intensity and length of the resulting communication? How do we make it acceptable to leave a 
connection on but idle? What cues are necessary during a lull to maintain awareness and allow easy 
re-engagement? How long are the gaps between fragments of conversation, what percentage 
occupancy is there in an audio-video channel? How do we integrate this continuous awareness within 
a desktop environment where screen real estate is limited and immersion impossible?  

So how do we know when we’ve succeeded? We need to achieve scalability and user acceptance. 
Simulations and user studies can be used to evaluate our progress. User studies should take place over 
long time scales in users’ normal environment, with users who are not involved in the development of 
the system [2] such that a successful system is one adapted to their needs, not one to which the users 



have successfully adapted themselves. There should be a focus on deriving objective measures such as 
usage statistics to support hypotheses on what informal communication is like. 

4. Conclusions. 

We have presented a brief overview of the range of systems that have been developed to support 
communication over audio and video. This has been used to illuminate the key considerations that 
must be implemented in any system. And we have outlined plans for how we might apply these 
principles to supporting informal, desktop, always on communication. 
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